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To understand orderability intuitively, think of I as consisting of an (inhomogeneous) liquid, and of v(S) as representing some measure of the "worth" of a particular part S of I. Think of this liquid as flowing from one place to another, the drops arriving in the order ^t.
As it arrives, each drop of the liquid contributes to (or detracts from) the worth of that portion of the liquid already at the destination Intuitively, (<rv)(s) is the total increment contributed in this way n by all the drops in a .set S. Since v is in general not additive, (^"'v will depend strongly on <H; and in f act, it may not even exist for all öl.
Orderable v are those for which it does.
[A-S, Section 12.]
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The reader is referred to Chapter II of [A-S] for an explanation of how these notions are motivated by game-theoretic considerations.
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the properties of the space ORD of orderable set functions. We shall establish (Section 5) that for v e ORD, certain regularity properties -such as non-atomicity and weak continuity (defined in Section 3) -are inherited by (p*v from v; and in Section 6 we shall show that a set function is absolutely continuous if and only if {(p^v) is weakly sequentially compact in the space of all a-additive measures on I.
Ibid, Section 6.
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Notational Convent i ons
The symbol I H for a norm is used in many different senses throughout the paper; but it is never used in two different senses on the same space, so no conf us ion can r esult. When x is in an Euclidean ~ space of finite dimension it wi ll be noted x; lxR will always mean the summing norm, i.e.,
It is important to di stinguish between functions and their values. For example, if ~ is a mea sur e, then H~n is its total variation whereas l~(s)U is t he ab s olute value of the number u(s).
Composition will usua lly be denoted by o; thus if f is defined on the range o f ~. t hen t he f unc t i on whose value on S is 7 f(~(S))
will be denoted f 0~; s i mi larly i f ~ is a vector-function and f a function of a vectorial variabl e on the range of In the case of composition of linear opera t i or s, t he s ymbol 0 will be omitted.
The origin of a linear s pa c~ wi ll be denoted by 0 (sometimes for n-dimensional spaces i t will be denoted by 0).
The symbol C will be used f or inc lusion. Set theoretical subtraction will be denoted by \ , whereas will be reserved for algebraic subtraction. V sta nds for the symmetric set-subtraction.
fjA will mean "f re s tricted to A". Ac means the complement of A in an appropriate space; i f it is not clear which space we mean it will be pointed out. 3. If S € C is u-null then S is v-null.
Proof. 1 ==> 2: This ie immediate.
==> 3: If S is u-null then for any T, |ul(T) = |MI(T\(T H S)), and now yields v(T) = v(T\S).
3 ==> Is If |p|(SVT) = 0 then SVT is j;-null and therefore by 3 v-null,
Remark; Let v be an n-dimensional o-additive measure whose components u, are in M . Let f be a real valued function on the range of ■ ' in E n , with f(3) = 0, and
A set function is said to be weakly continuous if there is a measure u^NA such that v ' • u. The set of all weakly continuous w set functions in BV is denoted WC. •
Measurable Orders
Measurable orders were introduced in [A-S, Section 12], for the purpose of trying to establish a notion of a value (in the game theoretic sense) based on "random orders 1 '.
Intuitively, each order has a "direction". To emphasize this, orders will be denoted x •-v instead of the usual x (^ y, the intuitive
meaning being that x comes before y. The notations x ^ y, x > y will be used similarly.
The initial segment is a set of the form I(s, Öl) = <x|x < s} ^ where s ^ I. A final segment is a set of the form F(s, öl) = {x|x > s)
where s ^ I. An initial set is a set J which fulfil]o the condition s £= J, s 1 is ==> s' S J. An (^-interval is a set o^ the form [s.tL = tx|s < x < t) where s,t ^ I. The entire space and the empty set will also be considered as initial se-s, and as such will be denoted l(™, (51.), I (-*, 6[) respectively; it will be understood "^ ii s ^ ^ ^o r eac^ s € I and we will denote {-«} U I U {«>} by I. (Formally we extend (5\. to I. This however is a notational device; we are not adding anything to the underlying space, and all set functions and measures continue to be defined on sublets of I only.)
Denote by F((Jl) the o-f^ld generated by all the initial segments. A measurable order is an order such that F((Jt) = C . * An order on I is a relation on 1 that is transitive, irreflexive and complete.
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A subset Q of T will be called^-dens£ if for all s,t G I such that s A t there is a member q ^ Q such that s <. q i t. 
(Ar) f U (T \S )) = J] v(T ) -v(S )
1=1
lim (v(l(qj, ^)) -v(I(q°, (R))) .
Define an order ^* which "throws" s beyond all other elements and preserves <5l on I -(s* (Lemma 4.1 assures its measurability). 
Now, by using (5.8) ami the nonatornicity of v we get that
Clearly there is no ^ -minimal element in F(b 1 ,^ ). If there is no^ -injixiinal element in I(b, , ^f ) (or equlvalently in Ub,, 0^)), then the proof o;' the secontl case yields that
If there is such an element, denote it by b". Define an order <%" which throws b. beyond all other elements, we shall get analoguously
Going on in this way we shall build a sequence of measurable orders Ä and a sequence of elements In I -b , such that (X.
is the measurable order which is obtained from ^ by "throwing" b beyond all other elements and b ,. is the t^ -maximal element in n n+l n I(b , ^ ) = l(b , Ä) (provided it exists). We shall get 
Clearly
Jc ft
Clearly there is no ( *-min i ma l element in F(s, ~*), and no 6l*-maximal element in l(s, ~*) the r ef ore the s econd cas e as sures ,:
Q.E.D. the proof of that Theorem we will find that >■ is defined as the sum of a series of modified members of the weakly sequentially compact set. As v is non-atomic and v ORD, each ipßy is non-atomic (Proposition 5.6); hence all (/^v's are non-atomic, and therefore we might demand A being non-atomic. So let us assume X E NA . 
